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Abstract

Marine Plastic Litter (MPL) has become one of the most important agendas of international environmental policy. Research on international cooperation is required, focusing on countries that are heavily involved in environmental pollution ("major contributing countries."). However, previous research has not fully described the function of variables that influence a country’s decision to join international environmental regimes. To address this problem, this article will conduct a case study of the U.S. decision, which rejected the Ocean Plastics Charter but joined the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision and the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter, by analyzing the following question: “why did the U.S., as a major contributing country in the field of MPL, decided to join the G20 regime but rejected the G7 regime on MPL?” This question will be discussed through two perspectives: (1) differences between the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL and (2) the U.S. stance on MPL under the Trump administration. This article concludes that the two variables: (1) involvement of other major contributing countries, and (2) flexibility of policy approaches, function as conditions for the decision of a major contributing country about whether or not to join an international environmental regime.

** Ministry of the Environment, Japan. (The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not reflect any of the views of the organization.)
1. Introduction

Marine Plastic Litter (MPL) has become one of the most important agendas of international environmental policy. MPL causes several negative impacts to marine organisms, coastal environments, vessels, and to industries, such as fishery and tourism. According to a study by the Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel, "more than 260 species are already known to be affected by plastic debris through entanglement or ingestion." A report published by the World Economic Forum has drawn global attention to the increase of MPL. This report shows an estimated increase of MPL, suggesting that "the ocean is expected to contain 1 ton of plastic for every 3 tons of fish by 2025, and by 2050, more plastics than fish by weight." 

Furthermore, microplastics, commonly defined as "any plastic particle <5 mm in diameter, which includes particles in the nano-size range," have also created potential concern to ecosystem, since they can function as vectors of toxic materials. It is observed that microplastics can enter into species through ingestion. From these processes in which microplastics infiltrate the food chain, there are potential health concern to organisms including humans.

While there are several political approaches to tackle the problem of MPL, there is no “one-size fits all” solution to this problem. Approaches vary according to the life-cycle of plastics, from upstream (production) to downstream (waste management and collection). Measures include but are not limited to “innovation of more sustainable products, new and improved waste management infrastructure, a global fund to help pay for development of new infrastructure and sustainable technologies, educational campaigns, clean-ups, and product bans.”

The important point of this problem is that outflow of plastic litter from one country to another could damage other countries’ coastal environment. This transboundary character makes MPL a global issue. However, international cooperation of MPL is still under development. Although there are several international legally binding instruments that include regulations on MPL, current frameworks remain “fragmented and uncoordinated.” Some international groups have formulated regimes about MPL. The Group of 7 (G7) established the Ocean Plastics Charter, and the Group of 20 (G20) formulated the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision and the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter. However, these regimes do not cover
the entire global community and since they have been established recently, their effectiveness towards solving the problem is limited.

Hence, promoting international cooperation is required to solve the problem of MPL. Here, it is necessary to understand the conditions that enable countries to join international regimes, especially conditions for countries that are heavily involved in environmental pollution (hereby, “major contributing countries.”) Criterion of major contributing countries of MPL in this article will be explained in 2.2) for effective international collaboration on this topic. Participation of major contributing countries in the international environmental regime is one of the most important conditions for the regime to be effective. Even if a regime with an ambitious clause or an agreement has been formulated, it would be less effective without the participation of major contributing countries. This applies not only to MPL but to other international environmental issues such as climate change because these environmental issues have transboundary characteristics as well. Therefore, clarifying the conditions that incentivize major contributing countries to join MPL regimes would enable more efficacious international environmental regimes to be formulated. However, previous research has not fully described the function of variables that influence countries’ decisions. They do not fully address under what conditions a country — especially a major contributing country— decides to join or reject environmental regime.

Based on the problems described above, this article will discuss the variables and the effects of those variables on the decisions of major contributing countries to participate in international regimes of the environmental problem. This analysis will be taken by focusing on the case of U.S. — one of the major contributing countries on MPL— and its decision about international regimes regarding MPL under the Trump administration. While the U.S. rejected the Ocean Plastics Charter (the G7 regime) declared by the G7 in 2018, they joined the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision and the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter (the G20 regime) declared by the G20 in 2019. The case of U.S. selection on MPL regimes has implications for which variables influence the decisions of major contributing countries to embrace one international regime over another.

Therefore, this article will take a case study analyzing the following question: “Why did the U.S., as a major contributing country in the field of MPL, decided to join the G20 regime but rejected the G7 regime on MPL?” This question will be discussed from two perspectives: (1) the differences between the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL, and (2) the U.S. policy on MPL under the Trump administration.

The second section will explain previous research on countries’ selection on international regimes and its limitation and explain the framework and hypothesis of this research. The third part will compare the characteristics of the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL. The fourth section will discuss the U.S. stance towards the environment and MPL under the Trump administration, and its stance towards the two regimes. Finally, as a conclusion, the fifth section will provide an analysis of the conditions that enabled the U.S. to join the G20 regime while rejecting the G7 regime. The purpose of this study is to contribute to the discussion promoting international cooperation toward solving the problem of MPL and the involvement about the major contributing countries in the international environmental regime.

2. Previous Research and Hypothesis

2.1: Study on countries’ selection on regimes and forum shopping

Previous research on countries’ selection against international regime on a certain issue have been developed
through discussions of international regime. In international regime theory, a situation where multiple international regimes exist on a particular issue is explained as “regime complex.” Under this situation, previous research observed a phenomenon “forum shopping,” where countries strategically selecting a favorable regime. This phenomenon is originally described in the study by Raustiala and Victor. Through the study of international institutions on plant genetic resources, they explain this concept that under the international situation of regime complex, countries select the most favorable forum to their interest. While the original concept of forum shopping focuses on countries’ selection of existing negotiation fora at the same time, it has come to be used to explain countries’ action to establish an international regime despite the existence of a regime on a certain issue. For example, in the field of climate change, G8 action plan on climate change was established at the 2005 G8 summit and The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate was established on 2005 under the initiative of the U.S. These actions are explained as forum shopping of the U.S. seeking opposition against UNFCCC. Thus, the concept of forum shopping is used broadly to explain countries’ selection, establishment, or utilization of regimes on a particular issue. Hence, reviewing studies of forum shopping offers understanding of countries’ selection on international regimes.

Study by Raustiala and Victor explains the factors that affect forum shopping, which include “barriers to entry, membership, and linkages among issues.” In the case of plant genetic resources, the U.S. and the EU sought a different forum—the WTO—rather than the FAO to negotiate the issue, since the FAO was dominated by developing countries which were inconsistent with the interest of the U.S. and the EU. Here, they linked the issue with trade and finance during the negotiation process. On the other hand, the FAO was relatively easy for developing countries to graft their interest since it was an open forum. Developing countries linked plant genetic resources issue with biodiversity in the negotiation process.

Smythe conducted a case study of the negotiation of international agreements on foreign investment within the OECD and the WTO as separate host arenas. She concludes that actors view international economic organizations strategically and seek influence in place of negotiating the issue. In her study, some actors preferred to negotiate in a regime with limited members, while others preferred to negotiate with a broader range of members. According to Smythe, The U.S. preferred major capital exporter—preferred to negotiate in the OECD, while the EU preferred the WTO, which is broader, as a negotiation regime.

Although Smythe does not use the term “forum shopping”, Smythe’s study is classified as a study of forum shopping in the scholarship by Murphy and Kellow. Their study took a case of global labor standards, intellectual property rights, access to medicines, and international chemical regulations to research forum shopping systemically. Their work explains that countries’ conduct forum shopping to evade unfavorable institutional

---

11 Raustiala and Victor, “The Regime Complex for Plant Genetic Resources.”
14 Hannah Murphy and Aynsley Kellow, “Forum Shopping in Global Governance: Understanding States, Business and NGOs in Multiple Arenas,” Global Policy, 4-2 (2013), pp.139-149.
characteristics and to build momentum for policy goals. Institutional characteristics include membership, issue mandate, decision making procedures and enforcement capacity. Here, broad membership and strong enforcement mechanism benefitted developing countries on global labor standard issues. Also, NGOs took advantage by utilizing strong issue mandate of WHO in health and progressed the issue of medicines case.

Among the arguments in the previous studies, factors that have been considered as a determinant of national regime selection are barriers to entry, membership, linkages among issues, issue mandate, decision making procedures and enforcement capacity. Countries utilize these aspects of international regimes and select their favorable regime to promote their interest.

However, previous studies have failed to provide clear definition on these factors. Although they exemplified these keywords to explain each case, they were not well operationalized for an empirical study. In other words, prior works embrace limitation on explaining what these factors mean and how they affect countries’ behavior on forum shopping.

Also, in previous studies, other factors besides regime characteristics such as policy goals of regimes and countries, are not controlled. In order to observe the institutional characteristics that determine participation in a regime for a particular issue, it is necessary to control factors other than the institutional characteristics of the regime.

In addition, for the regime to be effective in solving the problem, involvement of major contributing countries is an important condition. Without having such countries in the regime, the regime cannot cover majority of emissions. Research centered on major contributing countries is required.

2.2: Hypothesis

Based on the discussion and limitation of previous research explained in the previous section, this article will analyze the difference of characteristics between the two regimes facing a similar goal and how a country perceived the difference, and will address the conditions that enable major contributing countries to join an international environmental regime. This will be conducted through a case study of the decision of the U.S.—one of the major contributing countries on MPL—against two recent regimes on MPL. The two regimes are the G7: Ocean Plastics Charter, and the G20: G20 Implementation Framework for Action on Marine Plastic Litter and Osaka Blue Ocean Vision. This section will explain the framework of this research.

First, as written in the introduction, the criterion of major contributing countries on MPL for this article will be clarified. While there are no globally agreed statistics on MPL outflow from each country, an article posted on “Science” by Jenna R. Jambeck et al, provides accurate figures.15 This article will use the data provided by Jambeck in order to define the countries that can be classified as major contributing countries on MPL. Based on data that includes factors such as population size and quality of waste management, Jambeck provides estimation of MPL outflow by countries and lists the top 20 countries of outflow of MPL. Here, China is ranked 1st, followed by Indonesia and the Philippines. The U.S. is ranked 20th. Thus, in this article, “major contributing countries” is defined as the top 20 countries of MPL outflow listed by Jambeck. The 20 countries are as follows: China, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Egypt, Malaysia, Nigeria, Bangladesh, South Africa, India, Algeria, Turkey, Pakistan, Brazil, Burma, Morocco, North Korea and the United States.16

16 Ibid, p.769.
Second, the U.S. is the only major contributing country on MPL that is also a member of both the G7 and the G20. Yet, although the U.S. and Japan are the only two countries that rejected the G7 regime but became a member of the G20 regime, Japan was a chair of the 2019 G20 meetings, which meant that Japan was on the side of creating the G20 regime rather than joining it. Thus, Japan cannot be used as a country for this case study on the country’s decision to join a regime. For these reasons, this study selected the U.S. as its case study country.

Third, both the G7 regime and the G20 regime were both established closely in time (G7: 2018, G20: 2109). There were no major changes in the conditions of MPL and the U.S. administration. Thus, the intervention of other factors beyond the characteristics of the two regimes can be minimized. and the use of the G7 and the G20 regimes as a comparison is valid for this study.

Fourth, the analysis will be taken by focusing on two variables. First, based on each of the previous studies explained above focusing on membership, this article will target on membership. Comparing the two regimes through this perspective, the G7 and the G20 have a difference regarding the involvement of major contributing countries. Hence, the first variable will be set as “involvement of major contributing countries.” Second, previous studies also focus on factors such as issue mandate and barriers to entry. These factors relate to the binding force of regimes. In this regard, the G7 and the G20 have a major difference between the flexibility of policy approaches. The second variable, therefore, will be set as “flexibility of policy approaches.”

Based on this framework, the following section will further compare the two regimes through the two variables and explain how they are different. Then, the fourth part will analyze how the U.S. evaluated the two variables and how the two variables affected its decision, by describing the U.S. position on environmental issues especially on MPL and its stance towards the two regimes.

3. Comparison of the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL

3.1: The G7 regime: Ocean Plastics Charter

In 2018, the Ocean Plastics Charter was established at the G7 Charlevoix summit under the Canadian presidency. The Ocean Plastics Charter lists several specific targets for MPL on a resource-efficient and life-cycle approach.

Although 26 countries and 63 actors from businesses and organizations are defined as partners of the charter (as of February 8, 2020), the original members that signed the charter were Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the European Union. However, among the G7 members, the U.S. and Japan rejected to join the charter at the summit. In addition, none of the five original members of the charter were listed as part of the top

---

17 In May 2019, annex of Basel Convention was amended restricting trade of contaminated plastics, and there was a change in administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency from Scott Pruitt to Andrew Wheeler.

18 While the Ocean Plastics Charter was established in 2018, these two agreements are established in 2019. Members of the G7 such as the U.S. and Japan faced the G20 with the G7 discussion in mind (see Chapter 4 and 5). However, MPL was taken up as an agenda in the previous the G7 and the G20 meetings, and some cooperation was agreed on each of the G7 and G20 (2015 G7 Elmau Summit, 2017 G20 Hamburg Summit). In addition, there are difference of membership between the G7 and the G20. Although Ocean Plastics Charter precede 2019 G20 summit, the results of the G7 did not function as a dominant factor of the G20 discussion, and both were discussed separately.

19 Under the George. W. Bush administration, the U.S. withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol of UNFCCC and later formulated a Major Emitters Forum (MEF) in 2007, which set its own flexible rules for climate change. Although this is a case in which the U.S. created its own regime, it implicates the importance of flexibility in accessing environmental regimes. Keohane and David G. Victor, “The Regime Complex for Climate Change.”


20 MPL-emitting countries given by Jambeck.23

The charter defines five actions expected to be taken by the members: (1) sustainable design, production and after-use markets, (2) collection, management and other systems and infrastructure, (3) sustainable lifestyles and education, (4) research, innovation and new technologies, and (5) coastal and shoreline action.

In line with these measures, the charter also defines specific numerical goals to be achieved in the coming decades, such as (1) “working with industry towards 100% reusable, recyclable, or, where viable alternatives do not exist, recoverable, plastics by 2030,” (2) “working with industry towards increasing recycled content by at least 50% in plastic products where applicable by 2030,” (3) “working with industry towards reducing the use of plastic microbeads in rinse-off cosmetic and personal care consumer products, to the extent possible by 2020, and addressing other sources of microplastics,” and (4) “working with industry and other levels of government, to recycle and reuse at least 55% of plastic packaging by 2030 and recover 100% of all plastics by 2040.”24

These targets were the key features of the Ocean Plastics Charter. The charter lists specific actions to be taken by members throughout the life-cycle of plastics to achieve these targets. In addition, although numerical targets are not given, the charter also declares “significantly reducing the unnecessary use of single-use plastics,” and “encouraging the application of a whole supply chain approach to plastic production toward greater responsibility and prevent unnecessary loss, including in pre-production plastic pellets”25 as actions that must be taken by the members. Thus, the charter declares members to take every policy approach listed in the charter through the life-cycle of plastics and expects industrial regulation policy to be implemented by members.


The G20 agreed to take measures against MPL at the Osaka summit in 2019. The Osaka Blue Ocean Vision, a vision against MPL, was shared among the leaders. The target declared in this vision is “to reduce additional pollution by marine plastic litter to zero by 2050.”26

In addition to the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision, the G20 leaders endorsed the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter.27 This was originally agreed on the G20 Ministerial Meeting on Energy Transitions and Global Environment for Sustainable Growth which was held in Karuizawa, Japan, in June 2019. Under this framework, member countries will continuously share and update information on relevant policies among members to realize the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision.

The Osaka Blue Ocean Vision and the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter are the two agreements on MPL which were established during the G20 Osaka Summit and related ministerial meetings under the Japanese presidency.

The Osaka Blue Ocean vision aims to reduce additional pollution by marine plastic litter to zero by 2050. This goal is clearly stated in paragraph 39 of the leaders’ declaration of the Osaka Summit:

We reiterate that measures to address marine litter, especially marine plastic litter and microplastics, need to

25 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
be taken nationally and internationally by all countries in partnership with relevant stakeholders. In this regard, we are determined to swiftly take appropriate national actions for the prevention and significant reduction of discharges of plastic litter and microplastics to the oceans. Furthermore, looking ahead beyond those initiatives and existing actions by each member, we share, and call on other members of the international community to also share, as a common global vision, the "Osaka Blue Ocean Vision" that we aim to reduce additional pollution by marine plastic litter to zero by 2050 through a comprehensive life-cycle approach that includes reducing the discharge of mismanaged plastic litter by improved waste management and innovative solutions while recognizing the important role of plastics for society. We also endorse the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter.28

Here, while the vision defines a comprehensive life-cycle approach identical to the Ocean Plastics Charter and list several policy approaches, it does not declare that members must take certain policy measures. The G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter complements the realization of the Vision through continuous reporting of measures taken by members.29

The policy approaches of the Implementation Framework are defined as follows:

Promote a comprehensive life-cycle approach to urgently and effectively prevent and reduce plastic litter discharge to the oceans, in particular from land-based sources, through measures, inter alia, environmentally sound waste management, environmentally sound clean-up of marine plastic litter, deployment of innovative solutions, and international cooperation to enhance national capacities, as well as prevention and reduction of plastic waste generation and littering, promotion of sustainable consumption and production, including but not limited to promoting resource efficiency, circular economy, sustainable materials management, waste to value approach, and measures to address sea-based sources.30

Again, this framework declares a comprehensive life-cycle approach. On the other hand, specific policy measures including environmentally sound waste management and the promotion of sustainable consumption and production are listed as “inter alia.” These were presented as a “list of choices” for members. Hence, it enables members to choose favorable options toward realizing the vision.

The reporting process also gives flexibility to countries. The indicators to measure the progress were as follows:

- the amount of wastes generated, reused, collected, recycled, and properly disposed of;
- the amount of marine litter cleaned up;
- the scale of use of innovative technologies and materials including R&D investment;
- the scale and/or effect of assistance for countries that need technical capacity development including the increased amount of wastes properly disposed of (encouraged to indicate the proportion/elements of plastic waste and/or microplastics, if available)31

---

28 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan, “G20 Osaka Leaders Declaration.”
31 Ibid.
Here, while various indicators on the life-cycle of plastics were provided, countries were able to choose the indicators most appropriate to them.

Thus, while the vision and the framework listed various policy measures, these remained as a “list of choices” which enabled flexibility to members. The G20 members can choose their own route to achieve the goal towards 2050 and can present their achievements continuously through follow up meetings and reports by using the indicators suitably.

3.3: Comparing the G7 regime and the G20 regime

Based on the explanation of the previous sections, this section will compare the G7 regime (Ocean Plastics Charter) and the G20 regime (Osaka Blue Ocean Vision and G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter) with regard to the two variables: (1) involvement of major contributing countries, and (2) flexibility of policy approaches.

First, involvement of major contributing countries will be assessed by membership within the G7 and the G20. The original members of the Ocean Plastics Charter were Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, U.S., the United Kingdom, and the EU. Although the EU is not a G7 member, it joined the Charter as an original member. However, according to the data by Jambeck, the total estimated outflow of MPL from the G7 members is merely 2% of the global outflow as of 2010. In addition, members of the G7 did not include any of the major contributing countries. On the other hand, the members of the G20 (G7 plus China, Russia, India, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, Australia, South Korea, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Argentina, and EU) include several major contributing countries. Furthermore, according to the data by Jambeck, seven of the top 20 countries generating MPL were the G20 members. These countries were China, Indonesia, South Africa, India, Turkey, Brazil, and the U.S. The total amount of MPL generated from the G20 members accounts for approximately 48% of the entire MPL generation in the world. The percentage decreases slightly to 46% when the G7 members are excluded. Thus, while the original members of the Ocean Plastics Charter are responsible for only a small percentage of the global MPL outflows without any of the major contributing countries, the original members of the G20 regime were the main generators of global MPL outflows and included several major contributing countries.

Second, concerning the flexibility of policy approaches, the Ocean Plastics Charter, by focusing on the upstream of plastics, defines specific approaches for members to take depending on the life-cycle of different types of plastics. Moreover, it specifies targets for the coming few decades for each policy approach. Hence, the Ocean Plastic Charter declares that members take each of the policy approaches listed in the charter including policy that restrict plastic production, to achieve each of the policy goals, lacking flexibility with regard to the country’s choice on the policy for reducing outflow of MPL. On the other hand, the G20 regime only defines a long-term goal (Osaka Blue Ocean Vision) on MPL reduction and reporting procedures. Approaches to realize the vision were entrusted to the members under the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter. While the framework takes a life-cycle approach as with the Ocean Plastics Charter, policy approaches listed in the framework were only given as “list of choices”. In this way, the G20 regime offered flexibility in policy approaches compared to the Ocean Plastics Charter.

33 Ibid.
From these variables, compared to the G7 regime, the G20 regime (1) included majority of global MPL outflow and major contributing countries, such as China, Indonesia, India and U.S., (2) enabled more flexibility for members in choosing policy approaches. The outline of comparison is shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Involvement of major contributing countries</th>
<th>The G7</th>
<th>The G20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 2% of Global MPL outflows</td>
<td></td>
<td>• 48% of Global MPL outflows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does not include major contributing countries</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Includes several major contributing countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexibility on policy approaches</th>
<th>The G7</th>
<th>The G20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Less flexibility (Declares members to take every policy approach listed in the charter for each of the life-cycle of plastics, with numerical targets.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• More flexibility (Members can choose their own policy approaches for zero additional pollution by MPL by 2050.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. U.S. Environmental Policy and position on the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL

4.1: U.S. Environmental Policy under the Trump Administration

While the Trump administration has been seen reluctant to take ambitious measures on environmental regulations as compared to the previous Obama administration, Trump has been emphasizing his intension to protect the environment, referring himself as a “protector of public land.”

On July 8, 2019, Trump gave a speech on the U.S. environmental leadership. His remarks represent the Trump administration’s vision toward environmental policy. This vision is based on two principals: “less regulation” and “international fairness.”

First, as for “less regulation,” while emphasizing that the “administration has made it a top priority to ensure that America has among the very cleanest air and cleanest water on the planet,” Trump criticizes the regulatory measures imposed on domestic industries that were implemented by the previous Obama administration. Trump considers that these regulations were “punishments to Americans,” especially in the energy sector. He perceives these measures to be a wrong way to produce a better environment or a better economy.

Trump also emphasizes that rejecting this “failed approach” would increase domestic employment. Here, it is noteworthy that manufacturing industries, such as the automobile industry were key supporters of Trump during his presidential election. Laborers in these industries mainly work in the so-called “Rust Belt” area, in states such as Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania, and were against the environmental regulations implemented by the Obama administration. They perceived Obama’s environmental regulations as the cause of a loss of industry

---


36 Ibid.
and employment. Therefore, by eliminating the regulations and promising greater employment, Trump gained support from these sectors. Withdrawal from the Paris Accord was an emblematic demonstration of his pledge to these “Rust Belt” supporters.

In addition, according to 2016 presidential election exit polls, 72% of Trump voters thought that the “government is doing too much.” Although this preference of a smaller government is in line with the philosophy of the Republican Party, it also represents the supporters’ inclination for deregulation including environmental deregulation.

To meet this demand, the Trump administration promoted the elimination of environmental regulations. The administration has implemented 95 rollbacks of environmental regulations concerning a number of issues (as of December 2019), such as air pollution, drilling, toxic substances and water pollution. The largest rollbacks were carried out against regulations on air pollution and emissions, where the administration executed 25 rollbacks. Specifically, the administration replaced the Obama administration’s “Clean Power Plan” and implemented the less regulatory “Affordable Clean Energy” rule which “gives states the regulatory certainty they need to continue to reduce emissions and provide a dependable, diverse supply of electricity that all Americans can afford.”

Second, for “international fairness,” Trump commented that the U.S. environment is impressively clean compared to other countries, stating:

And today, the United States is ranked — listen to this — number one in the world for access to clean drinking water — ranked number one in the world. (Applause.)

One of the main messages of air pollution — particulate matter — is six times lower here than the global average. So we hear so much about some countries and what everyone is doing. We’re six times lower than the average. That’s a tremendous number.

Here, while claiming the U.S. is “honorable,” Trump criticized other countries for their lack of progress of other countries on environmental policy. In addition, Trump emphasized MPL as a problem caused by foreign countries and depicted the U.S. as a victim of the problem when he expressed:

And I’m sure you’ve all seen, by watching television, by maybe reading about it — it’s a tremendous problem: Thousands and thousands of tons of this debris float onto our shores after it’s dumped into the oceans by other countries. The tides come to us. Usually, that was a good thing, but this isn’t so good. This is a tremendous problem. Thousands and thousands of tons of garbage comes to us.

---

42 The White House, “Remarks by President Trump on America’s Environmental Leadership.”
43 Ibid.
This represents Trump’s perspective toward international environmental policy including MPL. He sees the international environmental problem as an issue for which foreign countries are responsible, and believes that international environmental agreements should focus on regulating foreign countries that seem to be causing the damage to the U.S.

As mentioned above, one of the symbolic measures of the Trump administration’s environmental policy under this principle was his declaration to withdraw from the Paris Accord on Climate Change. On June 1st 2017, he announced this withdrawal, noting that the U.S. will “start to negotiate, and we will see if we can make a deal that’s fair.” The main factor regarding this withdrawal was concern over the impact on domestic industries. Trump stated his concern:

Compliance with the terms of the Paris Accord and the onerous energy restrictions it has placed on the United States could cost America as much as 2.7 million lost jobs by 2025 according to the National Economic Research Associates. This includes 440,000 fewer manufacturing jobs—not what we need—believe me, this is not what we need—including automobile jobs, and the further decimation of vital American industries on which countless communities rely.

In addition to the negative impacts on the domestic industry, the Paris Accord was unacceptable for Trump due to its “unfairness.” In his statement, Trump criticized the Accord did not place an “obligation on the world’s leading polluters.” He particularly pointed to China and India as these polluters, and concluded that “the Paris Accord is very unfair, at the highest level, to the United States.”

Therefore, the Trump administration has made the elimination of burdensome environmental regulations its basic stance on environmental policy. This attitude is considered to be an essential strategy in order to maintain political support from the manufacturing sector, which is one of Trump’s major support bases. Moreover, an international environmental regime that not only is unfavorable to the U.S. domestic industry but also does not impose regulations on other countries that are causing major pollution is unacceptable to the administration. This principle applies to the field of MPL. For the Trump administration, involvement of other major contributing countries is a necessity for an international regime on MPL.

4.2: U.S. Policy against MPL under the Trump Administration

Despite its rollback of environmental regulations, in the field of MPL, the Trump administration signed the Save our Seas Act of 2018 (Public Law No: 115-265) in October 2018. This law reauthorizes and amends the Marine Debris Research, Prevention and Reduction Act (Public Law No: 109-449).

The original Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and Reduction Act authorizes the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to undertake “a Marine Debris Prevention and Removal Program to reduce and prevent the occurrence and adverse impacts of marine debris on the marine environment and navigation

45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
safety.” The program components are: (1) mapping, identification, impact assessment, removal and prevention, (2) reducing and preventing loss of gear, and (3) outreach. One outcome of this act was the removal of over 17,000 metric tons of marine debris from the ocean and Great Lakes.50

The 2018 amendment of the act reauthorizes the program:

for four years, promotes international action to reduce marine debris in our ocean, authorizes cleanup and response actions needed as a result of severe marine debris events, such as hurricanes or tsunamis, and updates the membership of the Interagency Marine Debris Coordinating Committee. Additionally, the Act authorizes and requires NOAA to work with other Federal agencies to develop additional outreach and education strategies to address sources of marine debris.51

Through this extended authorization, NOAA will continue the program up until 2022, on a scale of $10 million per year.52 This policy focuses on prevention, removal, research, emergency response and outreach related to MPL. For example, concerning prevention, the program provides funds to “projects across the country that use outreach and education as a way to prevent marine debris.”53

One of the reasons this policy was implemented was that it does not restrict industries. Here, there are other existing acts related to the reduction on MPL, such as the Clean Water Act (Public Law No: 92-500), the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (Public Law No: 94-80), and the Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015 (Public Law No: 114-114). These acts include regulatory measures. For example, the Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015 “demands the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to ban rinse-off cosmetics that contain intentionally-added plastic microbeads beginning on January 1, 2018, and to ban manufacturing of these cosmetics beginning on July 1, 2017.”54 This policy also includes the reinforcement of regulations on certain industries, especially on plastic producers. Such regulations have not been strengthened under the Trump administration. However, unlike the Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015, the Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and Reduction Act did not include restrictive measures. Therefore, it was accepted and promoted by the Trump administration.

Furthermore, the transboundary character of MPL enabled Trump to link the issue to his stance on international environmental policy. On October 11th, 2018, Trump gave a speech when signing the Save Our Seas Act of 2018 in the Oval Office. Here, expressing his concern over MPL, Trump stated:

Every year, over 8 million tons of garbage is dumped into our beautiful oceans by many countries of the world. That includes China, that includes Japan, and that includes many, many countries.

This waste, trash, and debris harms not only marine life, but also fishermen, coastal economies along America’s vast stretches. The bad news is it floats toward us. I’ve seen pictures recently, and some of you have seen them, where there’s — a vast, tremendous, unthinkable amount of garbage is floating right into our coast, in particular along the West Coast.

And we’re charged with removing it, which is a very unfair situation. It comes from other countries very far away. It takes six months and a year to float over, but it gets here, and it’s a very unfair situation. It’s also unbelievably bad for the oceans.

Every year, over 8 million tons of garbage is dumped into our beautiful oceans. And when you think of that number — I mean, to think 8 million tons — and I would say it’s probably — Senators, I think it’s probably more than that, based on what I’ve seen and based on the kind of work that I’ve seen being done.

This dumping has happened for years and even for decades. Previous administrations did absolutely nothing to take on the foreign countries responsible. We’ve already notified most of them and we’ve notified them very strongly.55

Again, Trump’s statement reflects his intention to place the burden of dealing with MPL on foreign countries, such as China and Japan, despite the fact that the U.S. is also one of the major contributing countries. Trump perceives the inaction of other major contributing countries as the cause of MPL pollution in the U.S.

Although Trump rolled back environmental regulations, he implemented a measure to promote MPL reduction. This was due to the non-regulatory character of the measure, and the visibility of transboundary damage to U.S. coasts from MPL. This indicates that policy, which does not pose restrictions on manufacturers can meet the condition for incorporation into the Trump administration’s environmental policy.

4.3: U.S. position on the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL

This section will describe the position of the U.S. toward the G7 regime and the G20 regime on MPL. This section will clarify that the U.S. focused on two variables: (1) involvement of major contributing countries, and (2) flexibility of policy approaches, and how these factors influenced the decision of the U.S. to accept or reject these two regimes, based on its stance on environmental policy and MPL under the Trump administration, as described in the previous sections.

First, regarding the involvement of other major contributing countries, during an interview with CTV News after the G7 Environmental Meeting in Halifax in September 2018, Andrew Wheeler, the head of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, responded to a question about the U.S. signing the Ocean Plastics Charter by stating:

As I said in the meeting today after the press left, we have to be aware of the fact that 60 per cent of the plastic waste comes from five countries that are not represented by us. The G7 needs to do a better job of

Although Wheeler did not mention the specific countries, he clearly criticized the G7 regime for its failure to hold accountable other major contributing countries that emit plastic litter into the ocean.

Facing the G20 negotiations, Wheeler further emphasized that the world should focus on Asia where six Asian countries account for 60% of MPL outflows. Again, this represented the U.S.’s stance and its focus on the involvement of other major contributing countries when deciding whether or not to join the regime.

After signing the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter, Wheeler welcomed the agreement involving other major contributing countries as follows:

There are many environmental matters where working together we can make genuine progress to improve the environment and living conditions around the world. This is our focus, and I look forward to continuing to work with my G20 partners in these areas.  

Due to the fact that the G20 regime involved other major contributing countries, the U.S. was able to join the regime and express its commitment toward further cooperation. These statements reflect the fact that U.S. focused on involvement of other major countries in deciding its stance on the two regimes. Lack of involvement of other major contributing countries in the regime negatively affected the U.S.’s stance toward the G7 regime.

Second, considering the flexibility of policy approaches, the U.S. inserted a statement emphasizing its prioritization of economic growth in the G7 Charlevoix summit Communiqué as follows:

The United States reiterates its commitment to advancing sustainable economic growth, and underscores the importance of continued action to reduce air and water pollution.

While this statement concerns not only MPL but also other environmental issues discussed at the summit, it shows that the U.S. focused on economic growth and hesitated to join regimes that have restrictive characteristics, which is consistent with the administration’s stance towards environmental issues described in the previous sections.

Hesitation of the U.S. toward inflexible policy approaches is more clearly represented in the interview by the Washington Post prior to the G20 negotiations. In this case, while emphasizing the necessity to tackle the problem of MPL internationally, Wheeler criticized approaches focused on product bans with the comment:

The plastic straw bans, that’s not what’s creating the problem in the oceans.[4]

---

That’s a drop in the bucket, as far as the amount of plastic. . . . And I’m concerned that if people think, ‘Well if I get rid of my plastic straw, then that solves the problem.’\textsuperscript{60}

Here, Wheeler stated that product bans are not the solution to the problem and suggested other possibilities for policy approaches. While the U.S. understood the importance of international cooperation on MPL, they focused on the flexibility of policy approaches, refusing to join a regime that would pose a restriction to domestic industries. Since the G7 regime lacked flexibility with regard to its policy approaches including restrictive measures, the U.S. did not agree to join the regime since it could negatively affect the domestic economy.

On the contrary, the U.S. was able to accept the G20 regime since it was flexible and did not force the U.S. to take restrictive measures. After the G20 Osaka summit, Trump held a press briefing explaining the results of the summit. Here, he expressed the outcome of the environmental agreements as follows:

I was with the Prime Minister — just left him a little while ago — and they’re thrilled with the deal, and we’re thrilled. Everybody wants it. And hopefully it will be a bipartisan deal. I view that. I told that to Nancy Pelosi. I said, “View this as a bipartisan deal,” because a lot of the Democrats want it, especially, I would say, the farmers, but, really, the industrial areas also. The unions — we’ve got things on wages and we’ve got things on the environment that few people have ever been able to get into an agreement. And it’s a very big deal. It’s a very big deal. And it’s a great deal. Tremendous support.\textsuperscript{61}

According to the environment section of the leaders’ declaration (paragraphs 38 and 39), the agreement that was achieved at the summit in the environmental field was the “Osaka Blue Ocean Vision.”\textsuperscript{62} Thus, this statement by Trump refers to the Osaka Blue Ocean Vision. This comment is attempted to justify to the industrial sectors the decision to join the G20 regime on MPL. Since the regime would not force restrictions to the U.S. industries, Trump was able to join the regime and justify his decision to his supporters.

5. Conclusion

To conclude, based on the previous discussion, this section explains the variables that affect a country’s decision-making and how they influenced the U.S. Trump administration’s decision on the G20 regime and the G7 regime.

First, the U.S.’s perspective on international environmental policy related to MPL viewed the U.S. as a “victim” and other major contributing countries, such as China as “polluters.” International environmental regimes that do not include restrictions on other major contributing countries were labeled “unfair” and unacceptable to the U.S. The total MPL outflow from the G7 countries only account for 2% of the world’s entire MPL outflow. The Ocean Plastic Charter did not include major contributing countries, especially China. On the other hand, MPL outflow from the G20 members covered about half of the global MPL outflows. Moreover, major contributing countries, such as China, India, and Indonesia were members of the G20 regime. Since the regime included these major

\textsuperscript{60} Juliet Eilperin and Brady Dennis, “EPA chief will focus on ocean trash, not climate change, at upcoming global summit,” The Washington Post, June 11, 2019.
\textsuperscript{62} Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan, “G20 Osaka Leaders Declaration.”
contributing countries including China which the U.S. considered “polluters,” and stipulated measures for responsible countries, it fitted in with Trump’s principle on international environmental policy.

Second, since the Trump administration gains support from industrial sectors, such as manufactures, Trump was against policies and measures that were disadvantageous to these sectors, in terms of restrictions and employment. On the other hand, environmental policies without restrictions had the potential to be accepted by the administration, both domestically and internationally. In 2018, the administration implemented the Save Our Seas Act of 2018 and strengthened NOAA’s project for MPL reduction that did not include regulatory measures. Hence, the Ocean Plastics Charter was unacceptable to the U.S., since it demanded members take every policy approach listed in the chart in order to achieve numerical targets, including regulative measures on industries. On the other hand, the G20 regime merely listed policy measures as a “list of choices”, enabling members to take their own courses toward the goals. This enabled the U.S. to join the regime without having to adopt regulatory measures towards manufacturing industries, which were Trump’s main supporters.

The U.S. focused on the two variables when making its decisions about the two regimes. It expressed the necessity to work with countries that are the major sources of MPL outflow and criticized the G7 regime for not including such countries. The U.S. also criticized the restrictive approaches taken by the G7 regime, and emphasized the importance of prioritizing economic activities. Therefore, the U.S. was unable to accept an inflexible regime that force restrictive measures.

The U.S. was able to join the G20 regime since the regime equally involved major contributing countries including China and enabled flexibility for the U.S. to implement policies without regulating certain industries. Conversely, due to the G7 regime’s smaller number of member countries in the original phase which lacked major contributing countries and flexibility on policy approaches, it failed to involve the U.S. Hence, in this case study, the two variables, (1) involvement of other major countries and (2) flexibility of policy approaches functioned as conditions that enabled U.S. — a major contributing country on MPL— to join the G20 regime on MPL but to reject the G7 regime. This case study shows that these two variables of an environmental regime functioned as conditions for the decision of a major contributing country to join an international environmental regime of that problem.

However, there are problems that need to be further addressed. While the two variables were conditions for the U.S. — a major contributing country— to join international regime on MPL, it may not always be applicable for all countries. Despite lacking other major contributing countries and flexibility of policy approaches, five of the G7 members — although they are not major contributing countries— had joined the Ocean Plastics Charter. According to the explanation of the Canadian government, the ambition of the five members were to “demonstrate their commitment to take concrete and ambitious action to address the problem.” They may have prioritized the demonstration of global leadership over the two variables. On the other hand, Japan, which ranks 30th on outflow of MPL in the study by Jambeck, refused to join the G7. Japan is not a major contributing country, but its MPL outflow is larger than that of the five member countries. The reason is described in the government’s answer to the question from Mr. Akihiro Hatsuka, member of the House of Representatives, regarding the Ocean Plastics Charter.

https://www.env.go.jp/council/03recycle/%E3%80%90%E8%B3%87%E6%96%99%E9%9C%93%E3%80%91%E6%B5%B7%E6%B4%8B%E3%83%A7%E3%83%9E%E3%82%B9%E3%83%81%E3%83%88%E3%83%82EF%E5%95%8F%E9%A1%8C%E3%81%AB%E3%81%A4%E3%81%84%E3%81%A6.pdf.
Under the G20 regime, countries including the U.S. are making progress for further cooperation to solve the problem of MPL. Based on the agreements of the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter, the first follow up meeting was held in October 2019. Here, participant countries including the G20 members agreed to continue the sharing process and a report that other invited countries shared information, such as policies, measures, plans, and best practices. As a result, 68 In addition, Japan, the U.S. and the EU held a joint workshop on scientific knowledge and published. After this follow up meeting, a portal site which includes each countries’ report on actions against MPL was launched.69 These cases show that this international regime is promoting international cooperation on MPL. As mentioned in the introduction, involvement of major contributing countries in a regime is necessary for the regime to be effective. In order to win the participation of such countries in the regime, the regime must allow flexibility to its members and also involve other major contributing countries with similar political stances. However, these two conditions could make it difficult for the regime to pose restrictive measures. Thus, international environmental regimes face a dilemma between flexibility and participation of major contributing countries, when considering the effectiveness of international environmental regime.67

However, a flexible regime that lacks restrictive measures does not always mean that the regime is ineffective. The most important role of a regime is that it is implemented and that it promotes action to address the issue. Under the G20 regime, countries including the U.S. are making progress for further cooperation to solve the problem of MPL. Based on the agreements of the G20 Implementation Framework for Actions on Marine Plastic Litter, the first follow up meeting was held in October 2019. Here, participant countries including the G20 members and other invited countries shared information, such as policies, measures, plans, and best practices. As a result, they agreed to continue the sharing process and a report that covered the member countries’ actions on MPL was published. After this follow up meeting, a portal site which includes each countries’ report on actions against MPL was launched.68 In addition, Japan, the U.S. and the EU held a joint workshop on scientific knowledge and innovative solutions and agreed to lead in the field of monitoring, innovation, understanding of sources respectively.69 These cases show that this international regime is promoting international cooperation on MPL, including the U.S. However, only a year has passed since the regime’s its construction. Attention should still be continuously paid to the progress of the G20 regime and its effectiveness towards reduction of MPL.

69 Ministry of the Environment, Japan,
Under the G20 regime, countries including the U.S. are making progress for further cooperation to solve Litter. The first follow up meeting was held in October 2019. Here, participant countries including the G20 members and other invited countries shared information, such as policies, measures, plans, and best practices. As a result, a report was published. After this follow up meeting, a portal site which includes each countries' report on actions against MPL was continuously paid to the progress of the G20 regime and its effectiveness towards reduction of MPL.

Prime Minister Abe stated in the national congress that G7 only covers 2% of global MPL outflow, and expressed the necessity of international action that involves rising economies that emit large amount of MPL. The Japanese government stated that Japan had to consider the impacts of regulations of the charter such as reduction of the use of plastics to everyday lives and the economy of the people.

The G20 regime must allow flexibility to its members and also involve other major contributing countries with similar political stances. However, these two conditions could make it difficult for the regime to pose restrictive measures. Despite these limitations, the two variables and their functions as conditions to decision-making as explained in the case study have an important political implication in order to further promote international environmental regime.

Thus, international environmental regimes face a dilemma between flexibility and participation of major contributing countries, when considering the effectiveness of international environmental regime.
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